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Summary

Son ' it-H. C . Bvt . J A T . t V Hmuh^'N. K H9W] The itmM vigorous South Australian tide. 7Vuw.v, A 1 .W
V -i«w. Will, 123 133 K) N.Ht-riiivi, t$t95.

Harmonic analysis ol tidal records lor Uic region Iviwccn tftfc ctiy »f Port Augusta ami Yorkey Oossinu in
ftp upper Spencer Gulf indicaKv that the fttyft vb>orou> South Australian tide probably CiCClfr* foiM north ot the
Whyalla Railway hrvlye fctf has s maximum range of about 41 m, just sh'ui oPbdmg classified as macroiidal,
the speoji property o( South Australian ndev that Hie semi-diurnal constituents iM, and S ; ) have about equal
amplitudes, results in very uitcresune shallow water tidal interactions, in particular the gent-ration of J large amplitude
quarter diurnal eunsttlucm <MS_,}. 1'hc interndal environment c>r mangrove forests and ?<pficia;^ the >amphtre
Hals of the upper Spencer (aili in shown 10 he finely tuned to i

Kt V W* )Kt *n: tides, Spencer Gull

Ibis shallow vvaur tide.

Introduction

The tides of South Australia have allraeted interest
tor over 100 years (Chapman 1892; Easton WO),
However there appears io he no account or (lie region
Eft which the largest tide occurs. This region is (if
interest lo lidal theory because both dull St Vincent
and Spencer Gull have large semi-diurnal tides at their
heads and also because the major lunar (MO and
solar fSj) constituents are of similar magnitude; The
diurnal tide progresses from west to east along the
Southern Shell" as a Kelvin wave which enters the South
Australian sea where its amplitude and phase increase
icguluilv and gradually towards the head of {he gnlb-
The semi-diurnal tide, on the other hand, displays a
much mote energetic response.

Tidal  characteristics  in  Gulf  St  Vincent
and Spencer Gulf

All almost progressive wave enters Investigator Strait
and becomes converted into a standing oscillation
within Gull Si Vincent (Bye 1*776) Bowers & Lennon
[1990] investigated the tidal character using, the classical
model iBowdcn 19X3) in which an incoming wave is
reflected at the head of the gult in the presence of a
frietional force linearly proportional to the tidal current
velocity,  Particular  attention  was  given  to  the
importance ol Backstairs Passage in this process. The
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svsrem can be best described as a quarter-wave
resonance of the open sea tide.

In Spencer Gulf the tidal resonance is more complex
ami lies closer to a three-quarter resonance in which
a tidal node nceuts between the head and die mouth
<>t the gulf This behaviour results in a minimum semi
diurnal tidal amplitude near Wallaroo, beyond which
there is a rapid increase ill amplitude towards the head
of  the  gulf  Easton  (1078)  has  given  an  eleganl
mathematical demonstration of this resonance which
also uses a frietional term linearly proportional to the
tidal current velocity Numerical models of the tides
at Spencer Gulf have been developed by Noye ct ul.
()98ii  and  Bills  and  Noye  (19X61.  including  fine
resolution models of tidal eddies in upper Spencer Gulf
(Noye 1984; Noye el ai, 1994 ».

In both gulls mangrove forest and samphire flats are
extensive,  especially  near  Port  Wakefield.  Port
Adelaide 1 (Schluter 1993). Franklin Harbour and Port
Augusta. The tides are of great ecological significance
to these areas. The most vigorous tidal system in South
Australia occurs between Purl Augusta and Yorkey
Crossing in upper Spencer Gulf This distinctive region
has the character of a brine estuary (Bye & Harbison
1900 ) _

The action of tidal currents is responsible for internal
mixing of the water column. Stabilising forces, such
as surface heating and horizontal salinity gradients
tend to result in a stratified water column, the lowci
stratum beiri£ denser than the uppet. The dynamics
oft he mixing process have been extensively studied,
initially m temperature stratified environments such
as the .shallow European seas (Simpson & Bowers
I9K1). and more recently in the salinity stratified
environment of the South Australian sea (Sanmrasinghe
1989). Stratification occurs when the ratio ol the
horizontal density gradient multiplied by the depth and
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di video My the density and the root mean SqU&Iti "t the
slope of the water surface AJc 10 lib! hde exceeds a
criiu-31 value (Bye 1990).

In Upper Spencer Qui I tips tidal currents imintam
.1 vertically well mixed watet column whereas in mid
Spencer  Gulf  a  very  detailed  and  extensive
observational programme has shown thai transient
stfutification &k£Uta (Nunes ft Lennon BH7) At Hie
month of Spencer Gulf the horizontal density gradient
maintains a sltalified exchange for aboui nine months
ot [Jib year (Bye $ Whitehead 1975; Lennon e'f at.
I9H7j In the summer trtonlhs, however, (tie horizontal
density gradicnl is reduced due lo the reversal of sign
in the temperature gradient and vertical mixing CW1
also  occur.  These  considerations  higblighi  the
sHmilicance of the tidal regime in the dlspctstun i)l
dissolved niate>tai introduced nrtO the water column
in the cnasia) provinces of upper Spencer Gulf,
especially in the brine estuary

flu Site

Picvu'uslv. meaMucmerus of the tide in Spencer Gulf
extended only as tar north as Port Augusta Recent lidai
measurement* (Bye & Harbison 1987. 1991, 1Q94) north
of Port Augusta (Fig. 1), indicate that a very vigorous
tidal legime exists. The site of the investigations was
;in oiil wooden bridge op which an abandoned mineral
railway to a salt works crossed over Spencer Gull. On
(he easiern shore oi the gulf the salt budge was
"i tgmully connected with an embankment which cuts
through the mangrove lores! and into the samphuv flats.
The maximum span height of 4.4 m is jusi greater than
high water springs, and at Jow water spriin/s, the water
ft butjlfcied lo a lew central spans where the maximum
depth ts about 30 CJtl \ Kig. 2a), The piers and spans
arc ideally suited for instrument deployments Tide
gauges were secured to the picts and cuneiil inelcrs
WfrW suspended from the spans or mounted hv poles
driven into the ground. On the western side, beyond
ii narrower fringe of mangroves, the bridge leads
diiectly  to the salt  works The tidal  observahons
undertaken at this sue extended Irom 28 bebniary lo
2K March, 19So (Bye & Harbison 19871

Tide gauges and current meiers were also deployed
toi shorter periods between the Centra! Australian
Railway bridge and Yorkey Crossing. This station lies
approximately 4 km further north ol the salt bridge
and is bordered on both sides by samphire Hats (Fig
JIM which are covered at high water springs and also
during the rare flooding* which originate on the Pirie-
Torrens plains north of Yorkey Crossing (Bye &
Harbison 1994).

Snice the above observations were oi' limited time
span, A second more extensive period W&3 initiated in
|993 The choice and location ol tidal equipment was

(used upon the pilot investigations. An Inter Ocean S4
current meter was located within the town of Port
Augusta at an abandoned road bridge ustug a cradle
mooring device The current meter is based upon an
electromagnetic flux measurement and thus has tin
moviny. parts as do the conventional cura-nt rueier.
This makes the current merer immune to the effect of
algal growth. The current meter obtained data between
27 July 199 3 and 27 August 1993. A tide gauge located
at this site piovcd faulty, The tidal constants tn Table
I were obtained from the Port Augusta power station
tide gauge tot the same period as the sail Pride*-
deploy mem.

A bottom mounted pressure fide gauge was deployed
al the W rival la Railway bridge north of FV*rt Augusta
between 28 July and 30 October 1993. Another bottom
mounted tide gauge was deployed at the salt bridge
but this gauge was destroyed by vandals. A bottom
mounted tide gauge was deployed at the Central
Anslialian Railway bridge between IS September unit
31 October 199,\ This gauge clearly indicates the
unusual tide ol the region.

Tidal Analysis

7V> distinguish between a progressive and standm.-
wave situation the phase differences between the boa!
currents and elevations must be known. One ol the
most important aspects of tidal systems is the definition
ol standing and progressive waves. With standing
waves, the phase difference between the tidal elevations
and currents is 90° while for a progressive wave the
phase difference is c r A standing wave may be
considered as being the sum of two progressive waves,
one directed landward and one of equal amplitude
directed seaward The landward energy Huk associated
with the incident wave is, in this ease, balanced by (f|i
seaward energy flux of the reflected wave and thus then.
is no net energy tlux. Tn dissipative situations the
reflected wave will be fictionally attenuated and must
be smaller in amplitude than the inbound WAVE and
thus a perfect standing wave is impossible As the tide
propagates from the open ocean various nonlinear
distortions occur in the tidal signal . These distortions
are primarily influenced by nonlinear mechanisms
including frictional interactions and interactions with
surrounding  bathy  metric  features,  as  well  as
atmospheric effects and continuous freshwater
discharges.  The  interactions  of  the  primary
astronomical tide discussed above may be repiescnted
by the growth of the shallow water tides vvhich indicate
the degree of nonlinear distortion ot the primary signal.

In the analysis ot tidal signals, it is common practice
to decompose the Tidal signal into a harmonic series
of amplitudes and phases The total tidal elevation tn*
current may thus be represented by the sum of the
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Fig. 1. Locality map of upper Spencer Gulf.
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Fig 2 id). View oi the- salt bridge looking westward Note un inveMtgaior (Pat Hurhtsoni on the fringe 'it the rnonprovc
loreM, and the abandoned Kail works in the Kickyroimd (h|, View looking .southward from just before Mirkev C RHXJltfj
Not,- the stmpbira flab on ifw western muv ->i Ihu channel, and the Ctrtffal Australian Railway bridge m flta ba> kprounj
BiiOi views were taken u *hon lime alter low Wliei
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T,\ui l I- Tidal LOWitinwtih ft>r the upper Spetna (itii/.
a = amplitude, g = phase in degree?. The tidal elevalions are m mm and the currents are in cm/s. C'uitenis afe related

[II the magnelic hearing. The record lengths used with the analysis 3 ft giVCn m the text.

predicted harmonic series and the residual signal, i.e.

where ffWrfft) is the observed tidal elevation or
current, f/Wl) is the predicted tula! elcvuikm or
current. i'/MO is the difference between the observed
and predicted lidal elevation and current,

The predicted harmonic amplitude is given by

£,,,,/</>  =  ^U,i'uS(iTj-  )>,)

where tij is the amplitude of the ilh consiituent, a is
the frequency ol die ith constituent, / is the local time
of Ihc data aiul t;, is the corresponding phase lug.

The residual signal includes all tidal frequencies
which are nol  harmonically  analysed as well  as
atmospheric storm surges. These storm surges usually
persist for 2 to 4 days depending on atmospheric
conditions

The harmonic analysis ol all tidal constituents (Table
It utilising programs developed by the National Tidal
Facility shows the important aspects of the upper
Speiicci Gulf tide

2 Only part ol p-> is a shallow wnler constituent, yo also is
a minor primary tide,

Results

The lout major primary constituents (Mj, S-, K,,
and (),) are the mam energy source foi the region,
and the interactions of the dominant semi-diurnal
doublet (IvU and Sj>) generate suites of quarter-diurnal
<M 4 , MS 4 , S.,), frictional semi-dturnul (3M : S : ,  ̂2 .
3SM; and 3S,M,» and frictional sixth-diurnal (4MS,,.
M„. 2MS . 2SM (r S„. and 4SM h ) shallow water
constituents (Pugh 1987). Terdiurnal <MO-, S0 3 , and
SKj shallow water constituents are also generated
through mleraclions between the four major primary
constituents- The MK  ̂constituent, however, is not
resolvable from the SOt constituent owing to the short
length ol our records The lidal energy spectrum al
the Central Australian Railway bridge thig. 3) clearly
shows energy peaks for each ol these bands, and also
thai this energy is resolved by the harmonic analysis.
Two ptomincnt higher frequency bands nol presented
in Table I, are also shown

Table I indicates thai the primary constituents have
a maximum amplitude between the Whyalla Railway
bridge and the salt bridge and also that their phases
increase between Port Augusta and the Central
Australian Railway bridge. At Port Augusta the tidal
currents lead the tidal elevation by about 60'. indicating
a northwards propagation of energy.

Each group of the shallow water constituents appears
to behave differently, although there is large variability
between the constituents within the groups. The
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clearest signal is shown by the quarter-diurnal con-
stituents, the amplitudes ol which arc far greater at the
Central Australian Railway bridge. The amplitudes are
approximately in the ratio Ol 1:2.1 tor most stations
in agreement with theoretical prediction (Gallagher &
Munk 1971) and differ by about 1K0' between Port
Augusta and the salt bridge (Table I) This is consistent
with a node occurring near the Whyalla Railway bridge
where the quarter diurnal amplitudes are u maximum.
The phase of (he terdiurnal constituents also differs
by about 180 Ll between Port Augusta and the Central
Australian Railway bridge where the amplitudes are
about half of the quarter-diurnal amplitudes.

The fractional sixth-diurnal constituents, on the other
hand, tend to have maximum amplitudes at the salt
bridge and very variable phases. Finally, the frictnnial
semi-diurnal constituents show maximum amplitudes
at Port Augusta, with the suggestion of secondary
maxima at the sail bridge.

Discussion

The propagation of the primary tidal constituents
(and also the frietional semi-diurnal shallow water
constituents) into upper Spencer Gulf gives rise to the
most vigorous tide in South Australia which occurs
between the Whyalla Railway bridge arid the salt bridge
where there is a generation of frietional shallow water

1

0.1

-j,  0.01
a.o

tidal energy. The position of this maximum tide
coincides approximately with the node of the quarter-
diurnal tide. The maximum tidal range is defined as
the summation olthe mean spring semi-diurnal range
(MSR) and the mean spring diurnal range (MDR>
where  MSR  =  2  (M  2  +  S_,>  and  MDR  =  2  (K,  +
O,) (F.aslon 1978). Following the above definition the
maximum recorded tidal range for South Australian
waters occurs at the Whyalla Railway bridge and
corresponds to an elevation of 4. 1 m, compared to the
range at Port Augusta ot 3.9 in. This tidal ranee
identifies the tide as being at the very upper end of
the mesotidal range (2.1 • 4.2 m)

Fried  richs  and  Aubrey  (1988)  have  classified
estuaries in which the lunar semi-diurnal tide (M_) is
dominant over the solar semi-diurnal tide (S : ) into
ebb dominant and flood dominant In an ebb dominant
estuary, much greater tidal currents occur during the
ebb following the exposure (if mudflats and the release
Ol uiterlidal storage. To overcome these effects the
duration or the ebb tide is far less than the Hood tide.
The consequence of ebb dominance is to provide ,i
mechanism lor the long-term oulwel ling ot sediments
and pollution.  In  the  reverse  situation of  Hood
dominance, the estuary usually does not contain
intertidal mudflats and thus the duration ot the (loud
tide is less than the ebb and as a result the currents
are greater on the flood tide. Flood dominant estuaries

'  I  i  1  1  1
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Fig, .V Power spectrum of tidal energy at the Central Australian Railway fridge.
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usually i.-iinNM oFmnre unstable geometries arid a I 11
Ifyltg term hccome filled with line sediments whuh
hi iv ffn|H |h<! pel transport mlu the estuary. Tin-,
vlassilicaliori $ based on the phase Jiii'erence between
the primary lunar tides (M-d -mi the major shallow
water tide (M 4 ). In the ebb d»mnnum situation Ihe
ittitunium M, current apprnvmiatcly coincides wilh
the maximum t>( 'he VI, c-uncnt. and in the flood
dominant dWttlOD lift ft&XUtttyra ()l ibti M., cuneni
approximately coincides Willi the maximum oCthi M
current

"We find thai lluselu.*sjticalioii is nut yppiopi lale S>\
the bone csrudry of upper Spencer Gull, which behaves
cither as high waiet or low water dominant. 1 ligtt water
dominant conditions occur when the dilfcrcnces
between 'he high wak' level &fl<j VOfflM SSfl level tyi
much greater than those between the low wutei level
and mean sea level : the opposite occurs Tot low wafer
dominant conditions. In high water dominant situations
the  maximum  of  the  dominant  shallow  vv.net
confluent appfovtmatelv coincides with (he maximum
of the primary tidal amplitude and vice versa. Por
example, at the Central Australian Railway bridge-, the
phase difference between the MS 4 constituent and its
corresponding  astronomical  generating  tide  is
iM. t-Sd-MS 4 = l7\

The high water dominant environment consists of
a well defined channel which is very shallow at low
watei. but which can accommodate die propagation "t
the incoming and outgoing tides except very near high
water when overbank Mow on the samphire bonks
occurs.  However,  with  the low water  dominant
environment, the channel is deep enough to have a
negligible effect on low water levels, hut as high tide
approaches, large volumes, of water spill into Ihe
adjarenl mangrove areas rilling up the interlidal
depressions and truncating the high water level. The
node between these two environments where the most
VigMtiltt tide occurs marks the position where these
two opposite effects are in balance These proper I ie^
appear to be due to the almost equal amplitudes ot M \
and S : (see below i.

High water dominant conditions arc well developed
at the Central Australian Railway bridge stieh that the
low w;iter levels appeal lobc-Vui OtfTfRg **W- F^Cf*
are four interesting features ol ihi\ record. First the
low water levels ai Ihe neap lidc ate lower than at the
spring tide. It is believed that this is the result ot the
formation riT inlertidu! pools ol gulf water trapped
between the Central Australian Railway bridge rind
Yotkey trussing. Water is held in this region Wl the
ebbing tide which issdowly drained until the lute lunv.
but during ihe neap cycle, less wale t is able to be stored
in ihe uppei ivaches and subsequently the low water
level is less than the spring tidal level.

Second, the diurnal inevitably of the ode produced
hy the beating of the diurnal and semi-diurnal con

stiiittrnts is significantly modulated at the Central
Australian Railway bridge relative to the Whyalla
Railway bridge due lo the generation of the leoJiunml
tides.

Third, die residual records show that storm sur^c>
are usually greatly attenuated between Whyalla and
Central Australian Railway bridges.

Fourth, the drainage from the samphire flats retards
the low tide much more than the high tide- The
approximate lags between Yorkcy Crossing and Port
Augusta, determined directly from the short tidal
records of the pilot study, were high water 35 nnn,
low water 180 miu. Similar results can be obtained
from Fig. 4a and b. The difference between the lags
is primarily due tt ? the major quarter diurnal shallow
water lidc (MS.,), as can be seen from Pig, 5a in
which the three tidal constituents M-.. S : and MS  ̂an;
tt prese riled as well as the combination ol the three
An interesting feature of Fig. 4b is the farm ol the lidal
range curve during the ebb. which rvsemble.s an
exponential drainage curve, and is clearly icproduced
in Pig. 5a. Thus the drainage from the samphire flats
is explained harmonically by the existence ol MS*.
This appears to he tt unique property of the system in
which M : and S : have approximately the aMflC
amphludt. The corresponding currcnl record (Fig. 5b b
which is constructed by differentiating the tidal
elevations with respect lo tunc, and sealing to give
maximum tidal velocities similar to the observations
t -0.35 nis 'J shows chararicfuin current tipiktt M
the beginning ol both the ebb and Hood tides which
are oi similar amplitude ami also a slow ebb ( -3
cms 'j during low tide. This slrueiure was observed
in the short period current meter deployments just
south ol Vorkev Crossing and at the sail bridge (Bye
& Harbison I9H7 1994)".

Flattening ot high water can be seen in the Whyalla
Railway bridge record (Fig. 4a) but the importance oi
Ms i (Table !i is much smaller here than in the hioh
tide dominant conditions tA the Central Austral lau
Railway bridge

i oticlusinns

FoJlowmg an eMeMsiu- field programme of lidal
clev;iiioits and currents, the largest tide in South
Australia is believed to exist in upper Spencer Guli.
north of Port Augusta. This tide is the peak ol the three-
quarter resonance in Spencer Gull which gives rise
roa rapid increase in amplitude northwards from near
Wallaroo. The tocalion of the Whyalla Railwav- bridge
was observed to have ihe largest amplitudes or Hie
ma|or astronomical tidal constituents t namely the M :
Sj. K, and C), tidesi going a tidal range which lies
within 4 10 4.5 m where typically Ihe tidaJ range in
both gttlfft is closer lo 2.5 to .* ni. Just beyond the bridge
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1/10/1993 6/10/1993 11/10/1993 16/10/1993 21/10/1993 26/10/1993
date

1/10/1993 6/10/1993 11/10/1993 16/10/1993 21/10/1993 26/10/1993
date

Fig. 4, Tidal observations for October I993. (a). The Whyalla Railway bridge, (b) The Central Australian Railway bridge.
The residual (Res) - the observed (Obs) - the predicted (Pred) tidal elevation.
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(a) Tidal elevations and (b) Tidal currents at the Central Australian Railway bridge, constructed using the tidal constituents
S : , and MS 4 .
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a shallop watct tidal nodi occurs and WE identity tins
location as ftiB probable posiiiun of the largest titfi!
lUHge. As in all tidal studies, however, the longer the
length of tidal records, the heller is the harmonic
,iiktlysis. In this study we have relied on one-two month
deployments at several locations Longer records would
he necessary to improve the accuracy ol 'he tidal
constants.

The  nonlinear  interaction  hetween  the  major
astronomical constituents and the surround ine
bathymelric  lealures  leads  to  the  generation  of
significant shallow water tides, especially the quarter
diurnal MSj constituent which dominates because Of
the similar amplitudes o( the M : and S. tides.

These observations prompt the speculation that the
samphire Hals and mangrove forest environment have
evolved as a positive Iccdback to the shallow water tidi'd
interactions- In other Words, In the absence of the
unusual South Australian tidal regime in which the
tnaior semi-diurnal tidal constituents (M. and S,t

have .i Similar amplitude, the mterlidal environment
W0Qld be quire diffeamt.

Jt is also likely that the changes in the intcrtidnl
environment olupper Spencer Gulf mid ig northward
extension into the- Piru-Tnircus plains lhat have
occurred due to sea level changes have been dec iwvclj
influenced by shallow water tidal inieraciiims
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